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October 4, 1942: Bernice Johnson Reagon

Hotel Gordon, Albany
Courtesy of the Georgia Historical Society, Manuscript Collection, 1361PC-01

Albany GA Hotel, c1900-1960
Courtesy of the Georgia Historical Society, Manuscript Collection, 1361PC-01

Broad Street, Albany
Albany, GA c1900-1960
Courtesy of the Georgia Historical Society, Manuscript Collection, 1361PC-01

Bernice Johnson Reagon singing
Image courtesy of the Highlander Research and Education Center

Bernice Johnson Reagon, Judy Gregory, Dorothy Day, and Anne Hopkins eating dinner
Image courtesy of the Highlander Research and Education Center

Episcopal Church, Albany GA c1900-1960
Courtesy of the Georgia Historical Society, Manuscript Collection, 1361PC-01
Exterior Spelman Gates
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Founders Library at Howard University
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Freedom Singers, SNCC
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Peabody Statuette
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Reagon on stage
*Photo by Diana Davies*
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Reagon on stage alone
*Photo by Diana Davies*
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Reagon while at Harvard

The Heinz Award

Reagon with Peter Seeger

Photo by Diana Davies
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Smithsonian Castle
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Sweet Honey, 1981
*Image courtesy of Sweet Honey in the Rock Archive*

Sweet Honey Album, 1978
*Image courtesy of Sweet Honey in the Rock Archive*

Sweet Honey in the Rock, 20th year, 1993
*Image courtesy of Sweet Honey in the Rock Archive*

Sweet Honey in the Rock, 25th year album
*Image courtesy of Sweet Honey in the Rock Archive*
Sweet Honey in the Rock, Color Group Shot Photo
Image courtesy of Roland Freeman

Sweet Honey Performance, 1974
Image courtesy of Sweet Honey in the Rock Archive